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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

One way to help educators understand the skill demands for today's pre-
baccalaureate workforce is to study work in its context from the perspective of people who

actually perform various tasks in the course of their day (Stasz, 1994). The aim of this

study was to describe workers' activities in a company that uses high-tech machines. In

addition, we wanted to observe such work in a small business setting, since it represents

the work situation for great numbers of people employed in this country. The firm selected

was a small circuit-board manufacturing plant located on the West Coast. What did
workers in this firm need to know in order to operate new technologies, and just how did

they pe norm this kind of work? This report focuses on machine operators' problem-
solving actions at a computerized circuit-board assembly machine.

Background

Beliefs about the effect of technology on people's work lives have shifted over
time. In the post-World War II era, the increasing automation of the workplace was
enthusiastically received; it was hoped that workers would be freed from monotonous tasks
and that automation would result in a reduction of work hours. This positive outlook came
under attack in the late 1960s and 1970s, however, when studies showed that automation
of the workplace was leading to a degeneration of work skills (e.g., Braverman, 1974;

Noble, 1979; Zimbalist, 1979). In recent years, this second notion has been challenged.
Bailey (1989) points out that new technologies have forced industries to give up a de-
skilling approach. Firms that attempted to transfer all skills to machines soon realized that a
skilled worker cannot easily be replaced by a machine (Levine, 1995). In the current view
of work around new technologies, skill demands have shifted from mechanical competence
to an abstract understanding of how computerized machines function (Adler & Borys,
1989).

A growing body of research in the ethnomethodological tradition is focusing on the
way people interact with one another and with the material artifacts surrounding them in the

workplace. An example of a detailed examination of work in a technologically saturated
environment is a study by Goodwin (1992), who closely analyzes the interaction of
employees in an airlines operations room. Goodwin shows how workers' talk-in-action is

ill
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combined with their perceptions of what is on TV monitors in such a way that what they

see on the screen is co-constructed. By carrying out research at this level of detail in high-

tech work settings, it becomes possible to increase our understanding of what kind of skills

employees should have.

Setting and Method

The analysis presented in this report is part of a larger ethnographic study of work

in a small circuit-board manufacturing plant which assembles circuit boards "to order."

One important characteristic of this company is that it is in a highly competitive market. To

survive, the company must have leading-edge equipment, be able to do a fast turnaround of

a job, and provide excellent quality control. A second feature of this company is the

ethnolinguistic diversity of its employees. The teams generally organize themselves by

ethnolinguistic background, an arrangement that is supported by the management because it

perceives that these groups work well among themselves. These arrangements do not have

tight boundaries, however, and individuals move across teams, when necessary, to make

last minute changes requested by the customer, meet deadlines, or troubleshoot the
machines. Because circuit-board technology is changing more rapidly than the machines

that assemble them, workers frequently confront problems with the assembly.

Over a three-month period, workers were observed and videotaped as they

performed their tasks on the manufacturing floor. These observations were supplemented

with more formal and extended interviews, providing information on the company's

history and structure, the participants' background and education, the kinds of tasks
performed, and the functions of the different machines. The larger research project
provided overarching contextual information for the present microanalysis.

Our microanalytical method is drawn largely from the work of conversational

analysis, which provides a theoretical foundation for understanding how talk-in-interaction

is organized (c.f., Go,adwin & Heritage, 1990). Through the study of ordinary
conversation, analysts demonstrate how human activity is coordinated and how meaning

and mutual understanding am achieved. Recently, researchers in this tradition have turned

to the analysis of task actiNities in institutional settings such as courtrooms (Atkinson &

Drew, 1984), z;lassrooms (McHoul, 1990), and doctors' offices (Heath, 1992; see Drew &

iv
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Heritage, 1992, for an excellent collection). In the present research, a microanalysis of

workplace interaction was designed to throw light on the kinds of skills workers actually

employ in the midst of collaborative activities. Two machine operators' troubleshooting

activities were observed. The workers' interactions with machine parts, measuring tools,

computerized data, and with one another were subjected to various levels of analysis.

Analysis of the Task Activity

The participants in the interaction were a machine operator and his supervisor, both

from Vietnam, who were working under tremendous time pressure with a machine
programmed on this particular day to build large prototype boards for a major computer

corporation. The first board moved on a conveyor belt through the machine which comes

equipped with a robotic arm. The arm was taking components from feeders and placing

them at assigned locations on the circuit board. Over a six-and-a-half-minute interval, the

workers confronted two problems with the assembly. First, the robotic arm was unable to

pick a component from the feeder; and second, the component was larger than the place

assigned to it on the board. The workers solved the first problem by adapting machine

parts so that the arm would place the component correctly; and the second by
recommending a change in the customer's design plans. For each problem, they followed

a procedure which can be summarized as follows: notice the problem, hypothesize the

source, test the hypothesis, and look for an optimal solution.

Working with Perceptions and Representations
Fine-grained analysis of the workers' actions on the machine showed that they

applied perceptual and representational competence during the problem-solving process.

This se.cond level of analysis of the workers' collaborative actions on the machine showed .

that they drew on well-honed perceptionsauditory, visual, and kinestheticto discover

the trouble and find its source. For example, a sudden shift in the sound of the robotic

arm's rhythmic movements directed the workers' visual attention to pioblems with the way

the components were being fed onto the machine. Based on their auditory and visual

perceptions, the workers formed a hypothesis as to the source of the problem. They

confirmed their hypothesis by measuring components on the feeder. They contested one

another's suggestions for adapting a machine part and came to agree on an optimal
solution. Then the measurements were checked against the numbers on the machine's
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computer screen. Finally, by means of gestures, one worker displayed to his colleague his

assessment of the robotic arm's placement of components on the board. Tracing his finger

across the board's landscape in large and small loops, he showed errors in the relationships

between the components already placed and those yet to be placed. This visual assessment

led them to alter a series of numbers in the computer program.

Throughout the troubleshooting, the workers referred to various kinds of
inscriptions such as a blueprint of the board, the customer's bill of materials, and the

computer program data; they also made their own inscriptions by measuring objects and

modifying numbers in the program. Work with numerical inscriptions pervaded the
activity. The workers recognized these numbers as representations of the task to be

accomplished by the machine, numbers which require careful assessment by comparing

them against other inscriptions, and, in particular, against their own perceptions. Contrary

to widely held assumptions that workers place greater emphasis on representational
knowledgenumbers given in a computer programthan in their perceptual intuitions,
this study shows that their assessments moved in both directions during their conjoint

problem solving. Worker perceptions and representations mutually elaborated on one

another.

Discussion and Educational Implicatkais

Although modern technology places new skill demands on workers, workers still

retain many of the skills that were required in traditional work settings. Machine operators

still rely on their hands, eyes, and ears when they are setting up a machine for a specific

task or when troubleshooting is required. They interpret and manipulate the data in the

computer program that runs the machine. They recognize these numbers as representations

of the task to be accomplished by the machine and, consequently, as numbers that require

careful assessment, comparing them against other inscriptions they make and, in particular,

against their own perceptions. The findings of this study challenge claims that workers

who use high-tech equipment act primarily as monitors who have abstract knowledge of the

machinery and have little use for their perceptual skills.

Workers, moreover, detect and solve problems as problems arise. Because of the

rapid changes in machine technology and products, workers have to constantly readjust to

to
vi
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more advanced equipment and adapt the machine to the requirements of a specific job.

Since they typically work under a tremendous time pressure, they carry out much of the

problem-solving on the fly. Levi-Strauss (1966) formulated the notion of bricoleur to

describe a person who uses tools in creative ways, including ways that go beyond the

original purposes for which the tools are designed. This research has shown that workers'

bricolage skills have not been lost with the advent of computerized technologies. They are

contemporary bricoleurs, adapting even the digital tools to ever-changing circumstances.

This study also demonstrates how effective teamwork actually proceeds. V, orkers

are able to contest one another's suggested solutions and assemble, as it were, the
knowledge that is distributed between them and across material inscriptions surrounding

them, and eventually come upon optimal solutions. This trend of working in teams has

broader implications about learning on the job. No single person is expected to hold all the

knowledge about assembling circuit boards. Workers combine their knowledge with

different coworkers, in different situations, and use different cognitive artifacts.
Assembling knowledge resides, not in the machine, nor in an individual, but in the
dynamics of the conjoint problem-solving situation.

Assuming that this workplace is typical of what work settings will be like in the

21st century, then work-based learning will be a major aspect of a person's educational

life. If this is the case, what is the role of educational institutions in preparing workers for

their future jobs? Based on case studies of production workers and professionals, Stasz,

Ramsey, Eden, Melamid, and Kaganoff (1995) identified work-related attitudes and "new"

generic skill areasproblem-solving, communication, and teamwork. Schools can give
learners practice in these new skills through authentic learning situations such as project-

based work. Projects present learners with everyday problem-solving situations, require

them to come to decisions collaboratively, and compel them to communicate and share

knowledge effectively. The present study supports the practical value of such authentic

learning practices. Our findings further suggest that more emphasis be placed on the
integration of cognitive abilities with perceptual and manual skills into learning practices.

Finally, though employees' ethnolinguistic diversity was not the primary focus of

this research, we observed this firm's attitudes toward its ethnolinguistically diverse

workers. The management created a climate that encouraged workers to use their
indigenous ways of interacting in order to assemble high-quality products. Given the

vii
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continued demographic shifts in this country, we argue that such attitudes should be

fostered through on-the-job training and through high-quality instruction in diversity both

at school and in the workplace.

I"
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INTRODUCTION

Imagine a day in the life of workers on a certain manufacturing floor. There is a

flurry of activity amidst a deafening sound of machines. The tasks are constantly
changing. As soon as the workers get used to making one product, a new kind has to be

made. The product they are working on now is not the same as the one that was made the

day before; in fact, three quite different products will have to be built before the day is

through. Moreover, the ma;.hines that the workers have been using to build similar
products have just been replaced by newer, more sophisticated ones. Workers have begun

this day performing assigned tasks in their usual teams, but a customer's needs could easily

require a sudden shift to other teams and tasks, and the workers will probably be asked to

do overtime in order to meet the deadline.

This high-pressure, fast-paced scene is not fiction; it is typical in many work sites

today. Circuit-board manufacturing is a case in point: As with many firms involved in

emerging digital technologies, change seems to be the only constant. ln this study, we

examine how workers in a small company which manufactures circuit boards accomplish

their tasks in highly fluid circumstances. We pay particular attention to the interactions of

workers, who are operating computerized machines for assembling components on the

circuit boards. We analyze workers' concerted actions supported by these machines and

other objects in the work environment. The environment is teeming with material objects

and inscriptionswords, numbers, and imageslall of which are contributing elements to

the workers' activities. As will be seen, the tasks are accomplished when people make

skillful use of these elements in their work.

Stasz (1994), in a review of research dealing with skill demands in the modern

workforce, affirms that skills of workers have to be studied in context, from the
perspective of people who actually perform various tasks in the course of their day. The

present microanalytical study is part of a larger research project which employed an

ethnographic approachextensive videotaped observations and interviewswhich
provided overarching contextual information. The microanalytical method used here is

drawn largely from the work of conversation analysis, which presents a theoretical

I Following Derrida (1977), we apply the notion of inscription, which is also used by Latour and Woolgar
(1986) and Goodwin (1994) to refer to all markswriting, graphs, numbers, blueprints, and imagesthat
organize and represent material phenomena.

,4
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foundation for understanding how talk-in-interaction is organized (c.f., Goodwin &

Heritage, 1990). Through the study of ordinary conversation, analysts demonstrate how

human activity is coordinated and how meaning and mutual understanding are achieved.

Recently, researchers in this tradition have turned to the analysis of task activities in

institutional settings such as comtrooms (Atkinson & Drew, 1984), classrooms (McHoul,

1990), and doctors' offices (Heath, 1992; see also Drew & Heritage, 1992, for an excellent

collection). In our view, the close study of workplace interaction, especially during

troubleshooting moments, can throw light on the kinds of skills workers actually employ in

the midst of collaborative activities.

BACKGROUND

Beliefs about the effect of technology on people's work lives have shifted over

time. The increasing automation of the workplace in the post-war era was enthusiastically

received by employers and researchers alike; it was hoped that workers would be freed

from monotonous tasks and that automation would result in a reduction of work hours,

giving workers more free time to pursue their own interests. This positive outlook came

under attack in the late 1960s and 1970s, when studies claimed that automation of the

workplace was leading to a degeneration of work skills. According to critics like

Braverman (1974) and Zimbalist (1979), workers who operate computerized machinery

need fewer skills than workers who use traditional machines because the modern machine

presumably performs most of the tasks that were formerly carried out by a skilled worker.

In their view, the worker was becoming an "unthinking" adjunct to a "thinking" machine.

Noble (1979) noted that a traditional machine operator used to "transmit his skills

and purpose to the machine by means of cranks, levers, and handles. Feedback is achieved

through hands, ears, and eyes" (p. 21). In contrast, a worker operating a computerized

machine has little more to do than push a button. Because of the complexity of modem

machinery, Noble claimed, workers in automated work settings have little knowledge about

the workings of the machines; rather, such knowledge is concentrated in the minds of

engineers and programmers. This de-skilling view became widespread, especially among

those who were not themselves machine operators.

15
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In recent years, this notion has been challenged. Bailey (1989) points out that
although some industries pursued a de-skilling strategy in the 1970s, new technologies

have forced them to give up that approach. Firms that attempted to transfer all skills to

machines soon realized that a skilled worker cannot easily be replaced by a machine.

Taking a similar perspective, Levine (1995) cites an article in the Economist, which

describes the fiasco in a General Motors plant where robots were to take over most of the

tasks previously carried out by humans. These robots turned out to be highly unreliable in

that they started to dismember one another, smash cars, spray paint everywhere, and fit the

wrong equipment. The company had to give up its plans for full automation and return to

the approach of hiring skilled workers to operate high-tech machinery.

What do workers need to know in order to operate these digital technologies, and

just how do they perform this kind of work? Insightful studies have taken into account the

situated actions of workers in various contexts (e.g., Hutchins, 1993 (navigation); Jordan,

1989 (midwifery); Scribner & Sachs, 1990 (stockroom work); Suchman, 1987 (human-

machine interaction). A detailed examination of activity in the workplace was done by

Goodwin (1994), who closely analyzes the interactions of people in different professions

as they use the tools of their trade. For example, he describes the work of an archaeologist

and her student assistant. The archaeologist corrects the student's way of observing an

excavated dirt wall; the student learns how to see with an archaeologist's eye. Their work

entails the integration of "talk, writing, tools, and distributed cognition as two parties

collaborate to inscribe events they see in the earth onto paper" (p. 612). In another study,

Goodwin (1992) describes the multi-activity responsibilities of employees in an airline's
operations room. Their job is to coordinate the ground operations for the airlinebaggage

transfer, contact with arriving and departing planes, and management of statistics.

Personnel in the operations room work with a variety of electronic tools such as computers,

radios, and monitors connected to TV cameras outside the gates. In his analysis, Goodwin

shows how workers' talk-in-action and their perceptions of what is on the monitors
mutually inform one another. The workers' vision is "something that is artfully crafted

within an endogenous community of competent practitioners" (p. 16).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CONTEXT OF THE STUDY

Setting

We were interested in observing a small business rather than a large corporation.

Such a setting represents the kind of workplace in which employees will find themselves in

the 21st century, due in part to the downsizing of large corporations and the growth of

smaller firms. We looked, in particular, for a sector of industry that requires the use of

advanced technology, which is increasingly becoming more common in the workplace. In

addition, because more than 75% of today's workers have completed between 12 and 15

years of schooling (U.S. Department of Labor, 1994, pp. 160-161), we wanted to focus

on a firm in which the majority of employees have a prebaccalaureate background.

A site that met all these requirements was a circuit-board manufacturing plant,

which we will call Company X, located in the Silicon Valley of California. Company X

assembles circuit boards to order. Its customers are electronics companies from aerospace,

computer, or medical industries, who outsource their manufacturing in order that they

themselves may focus on engineering and product development. Outsourcing is a growing

industry today. One important characteristic of this company is that it is in a highly

competitive market. To survive, the company must have leading-edge equipment, be able

to do a fast turnaround on a job, and provide excellent quality control. Employees have a

large stake in the success of this firm. The quality of the product determines whether or not

the company will win more contracts or simply fold.

The first author spent three months on the manufacturing floor observing and

videotaping the workers. Although they were asked questions during actual tasks in order

to clarify what was happening, every effort was made not to interfere with the pace of the

work. These observations were supplemented with more formal and extended interviews

with six of the workers, two supervisors, the manufacturing manager, and the company

president. The interviews, which were audiotaped, provided information on the
company's history and structure, the participants' background and education, the kinds of

tasks performed, and the functions of the different machines. A total of 15 hours of
videotaped task activities and 20 hours of audiotaped interviews were transcribed. (For a

list of Transcription Conventions and the Full Transcription, see Appendix A.
Communication in Vietnamese was also transcribed and translated.)

I 'I
4
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Participants

Company X is composed of approximately 120 employees, 80 of whom work on

the manufacturing floor. Jobs range from unskilled and semiskilled, such as preparing

parts or hand-placing them on the board, to skilled labor, such as operating computerized

machines, soldering, or testing the completed circuit boards. Workers can have a career

path within this company. Same of the workers in Company X have been promoted from

unskilled to skilled jobs and even to supervisory positions. Almost all jobs have multi-task

functions, and some tasks requim programming skills. The work is carried out by teams of

workers at stations.

A feature of this company is the ethnolinguistic diversity of its employeespeople

of Chinese, Latino, Middle Eastern, and Vietnamese background, along with African

Americans and European Americans. Some workers are recent immigrants with green

cards, most of whom come from Mexico and Vietnam. The teams generally organize

themselves by ethnolinguistic background, an arrangement that is supported by the
management because it perceives that these groups work well together. These

arrangements do not have tight boundaries, however, as other members on a given team

may include native speakers of other languages. Moreover, individuals move across teams

when they are needed for troubleshooting, making last minute changes requested by the

customer, or meeting deadlines. As they work, the groups play their music of choice,

forming a cacophony of ethnic sounds, which mingle with the blare of the machines.

Within this setting, workers frequently take part in troubleshooting activities. We

isolated one incident for analysis because of its typicality: a team of workers engaged in

complex problem-solving at a high-tech machine. The focal participants in the interaction

analyzed here are two Vietnamese workers: Tran2, a 32-year-old machine operator, and

Du, his supervisor. These two men form part of a team of six who work in one of the

circuit-board assembly departments. Five workers are from Vietnam, and one is from the

United States. Tran came to this country as a refugee at the age of 14; he completed high

school here and eventually earned an associate's degree in computer science from a

community college. Du, who is now reaching the age of retirement, also arrived as a

refugee from Vietnam, where he had completed secondary school. In this country, Du

studied briefly at a technical institute in order to become an electrician. An opportunity

2 The participants' names arc pseudonymous.
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came for him to take a job in manufacturing, howeverwork that he has continued doing

for more than 15 years. Both men are experienced in their respective jobs, and both have

received occasional on-the-job training at Company X. Just prior to this study, they were

trained to operate new high-tech machines recently acquired for their department. Before

examining Tran and Du's interactions, it is necessary to describe the circuit boards they

assemble and the equipment that they use to accomplish the task.

The Circuit Boards

Today, circuit boards are ubiquitous. Not only are they used in PCs, but they can

also be found in other machines used for homemaking, work, transportation, and leisure.

Circuit boards come in different sizes and contain a variety of interconnected components,

which themselves vary in size. Specific examples of components include integrated

circuits, resistors, capacitors, magnetics, crystals, and sockets. Some components are

secured to the board with through-hole punching. Others are attached to the surface of a

board that has been covered with a thin layer of solder paste. One component, the socket,

bears some description because it figures importantly in the interaction described below.

Sockets are relatively large receptacles for components that have a big turnover. Because

these other components are plugged into sockets rather than soldered to the board directly,

they can be replaced easily by newer versions. Thus, using sockets can be economically

advantageous for end users, as well as designers, since the latter can upgrade existing

boards rather than having to manufacture new ones.

The Machines

In general, components that are assembled on circuit boards have become much

smaller over time. Because circuit-board technology is undergoing this rapid
miniaturization, manufacturing technology must keep pace. This means that the machines

designed to assemble the boards can have a life cycle of only six months to a year.
Company X uses both older-generation machinesfor through-hole assemblyand newer

ones, which have surface mount technology (SMT). Often, a customer requires boards

that contain a combination of through-hole and SMT assembly.

6 1 9
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Both types of machine must be programmed to place components on boards at

assigned points on an x/y axis. The machine programmer uses a customer's bill of
materials, a blueprint, and s'ometimes a sample board as a basis for data entry. In a small

office just off the floor, the programmer enters the information into a database, then
converts the program to SMT-based software and takes the disk to the machine operator.

The machine in Figure 1 is equipped with a robotic arm and a vision system designed for

accurate placement of components. The operator can input and modify data using the

operator panel and Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) display on the machine. The components are

fed from feeders arranged in slots along the front and back of the machine. Reels of tape

containing these components are placed on the feeders.3 Each time the robotic arm "picks"

a component from the reel, the feeder moves another component into place for the next

pick. The first board in a series, having been prepared with a film of solder paste, moves

on a conveyor belt through each machine, where the arm picks components from feeders

and places them at designated points. During the trial run, the operator has the option of

moving the arm in slow motion. Once the first board is assembled accurately, the other

boards are run at high speed. A single job for a customer can range from assembling just a

few boards to several thousand boards, using from one to three SMT machines.

3 Other feeders may hold sticks or trays of components. For the purposes of this paper, we will focus on
the reels as illustrated in Figure 2. All diagrams of the SMT machine and its parts are from the
manufacturer's instruction manual and are reproduced with permission from Zevatech, Inc.
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Figure 1
SMT Machine

Vision Monitor

CRT Display

Operator Panel

Robotic Arm

Hand-Operated
Device

Feeders

ANALYSIS OF THE TASK ACTIVITY

Our analysis takes place while Tran and Du are working with two of the higher-end

SMT machines that have been programmed on this day to build large prototype boards for a

major computer corporation. Earlier in the morning, before the activity examined here,

Tran set up the machines for the job, a task which took nearly five hours. (For a complete

list of tasks performed by machine operators and assistants, see Appendix B.) The set-up

entailed offsetting the board,4 which required mathematical calculations by hand, since the

machine was not designed to offset boards of this size; checking that the feeders were

4 Offsetting is a complex procedure in which the computerized machine must be programmed to "read" the
size of the board and calculate the grid for placement of the components along an x/y axis.

8
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located in the right slots; observing the location of the robotic arm over each pick point (on

the feeders) and place point (on the board); and adjusting the computer data .where
necessary by using either the operating panel or the handheld device connected to the

machine.

Having completed this preliminary work, Tran is ready to run the first board. He

sets the robotic arm to slow motion in order to observe the accuracy of every pick and

placement. He has at his disposal the vision display, the CRT display recording the

ongoing placement, a printout of the data entry, and a blueprint of the board. Du is
working with him because the boards are slated to be completed and shipped to the
customer this same afternoon. After some troubleshooting, the men succeed in getting the

board through the first machine, which has loaded about half of the components.
Presently, the partially loaded board moves along the conveyer belt to the second machine.

Here, over a six-and-a-half minute interval, the two men confront new problems with the

assembly. These problems have consequences regarding how the boards will be
completed. We isolate this troubleshooting process for close analysis.

The Pick Problem

Tran sets the robotic arm to resume high-speed placement. In fractions of a second,

it places ten components before moving to a feeder with a large reel containing sockets.

The machine has been programmed to pick and place four such sockets on this board.

After the first socket placement, however, the arm tries and fails twice to pick the second

one. The second socket is finally placed on the third try. This rapid trial-and-failure

sequence (two misses before one successful pick) happens again for the third socket. Du

calls attention loudly to the problem as soon as the arm fails the first time:

10:17:16 Du: MISS PICK-
10: 18:16 Tran: Oo: : : h.

There are several possible sources for this problem. For example, the data entry could

have an incorrect z-axis value, which is the vertical path of the robotic arm for picking and

placing. Or, as the workers soon hypothesize to be the case here, there could be an

incorrect feed pitch (which is explained below). Tran stops the machine, peers inside, and
counts on his fingers the number of sockets that have been picked so far:

fr
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10:25:23 Tran: °One, two, three.

He observes for a few seconds and starts the machine again as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2
Tran Examining Problem

-

In rapid succession, the ana places the third socket and swings back to pick up the fourth.

At this point, Tran sets the machine to slow motion and observes the arm' s attempts to

pick:

10:39:22: Tran: °Hai cai.

'Two (picks).'5

°Ba cai.

'Three (picks).'

10:41:00 (directs gaze at pick point)

As the arm, now grasping the fourth socket, begins to move slowly over the board, Tran

presses stop. The arm holds the socket suspended over its placement point. The two men

agree that they will have to adjust a part on' the feeder, which they think to be the source of

the problem:

10:45:15 Du: CO phii chinh con 6c o duoi kh6ng?

'Is it necessary to fix the screw underneath?'

10:47:28 Tran: U .

'Yeah.'

5 Whenever Vietnamese transcription appears, it is followed by an English translation.
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Du, kneeling down at the base of the machine, takes the end of the feeder tape in one hand

and uses a ruler to measure the distance from the midpoint of one component to the
midpoint of the next. This distance is the feed pitch: The tape is fed forward as soon as a

component is picked, so that the next component is ready for the robotic arm. Tran leans

over to watch Du measure the tape and begins calculating:

11:12:23 Tran: °KS' ta.

'Strange.'

11:15:10 Tran: Hai.

'Two.'

11:16:10 Du: r(xxxx)

Tran: LHai, ba

'Two, three and a half.'

11:19:06 Hai mtidi va hai mtidi

'Twenty and twenty-five.'

Tran announces the measure as Du holds the ruler with one hand and with the other traces

the distance between the midpoints of two components on the tape. Together, they
determine that the pitch is 24mm, and Tran acknowledges an error in setting up the feeder:

11:25:14 Tran: Hai mddi 136n.

'Twenty-four.'

11:27:22 Du: Tii cii md aay tdi cdi md nay.

'From this point to this point.'

1 I :30:20 Tran: U .

'Yeah.'

11:31:05 Hai midi b6n.

'Twenty-four.'

11:32:15 Hai midi b6n la mtidi hai.

'Twenty-four, then [it's} twelve."
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At this point, the workers test their hypothesis that the feeder pitch is set incorrectly. Tran

removes the feeder from the machine and holds it up for them to examine more closely (see

Figure 3).

Figure 3
The Feeder

Examining the Feeder

Stopper
Block

Diagram of a Feeder

They both look at the stopper block, an adjustable part resembling a sprocket, which

determines the pitch this feeder will apply. Feeders for this SMT machine are designed to

hold stopper blocks having anywhere from two to four teeth, or pitch points. Du notes that

the stopper block on this feeder has four points (an example of a stopper block with three

pitch points is in Figure 4). He signals each of the points on the block as he itemizes the

four pitch choices to Tran:

11:44:05 Du: C6 mdy?

'How many?'

11:44:30 B6n sail tam rmidi.

'Four, six, eight, ten.'
(pointing to each point)

Tran places the feeder on a nearby chair. Du goes to get the digital calipers, which measure

more precisely. He returns with it and measures the feeder tape again while Tran looks on.

The 24mm measure is confirmed. Du observes that the stopper block is set to a lOmm
pitch:

12:44:15 Du: Yeah?

12:45:01 Twen'-four.

12
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This one only, uh, ten? (looking at stopper block)

Twenty-fou: : r.

The two men are now in a quandary in terms of an optimal solution. This SMT

machine is not designed to place components with a 24mm pitch. The workers must make

adjustments to compensate for this shortcoming. Tran suggests looking for a different

stopper block, one with a 12mm pitch point, whereas Du suggests setting the current

stopper block to an 8mm pitch point. If they take up the former suggestion, the robotic arm

would pick the component on the second try; if they decide on the latter, it would pick the

component on the third try. In terms of efficiency, the 12mm pitch is a better choice

because the machine action would absorb less time:

12:51:01 Tran: Ph Ai efin de-n mddi hai.

[We] must set it to twelve.'

12:51:15 Let's see if I can find twelve. (walks some distance away)

13:00:03 Du: Twenty-four=

=so you have to

put this one to EIGHT. (looking back at Tran; using

13:03:00 NUMBER EIGHT. a heightened tone of voice)

13:04:00 So this HIT NEXT THREE TIMES.

13:06:05 Tran: °No.

In spite of Du's recommendation, Tran returns with another feeder. The stopper block on

this second feeder has three pitch points, one of which is 12mm, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4
Stopper Block with Three Pitch Points
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Looking at the second feeder, the two men continue to negotiate what action to take. Tran

urges trying another stopper block, while Du favors using the one they already have.

Eventually, Du concedes, telling Tran to place the second feeder beside the first on the chair

with the two stopper blocks in view:

13:08:05 Tran: Let's see if we can put this.

13:14:00 Du: No cii không có dung. (gaze directed at second

feeder)

'No, that's not the right one.'

13: 14: xx Tran: (xxxx) (pointing to pitch point)

13:27:10 Du: Bay giel a day nè.

'This time it's here.'

(xxxx)

13:29:27 Tam b6n.

'Eight, four.'

13:32:25 Tran: MUc3i hai.

'Twelve.'

13:37:10 Du: Thay cdi do day. (pointing to chair)

Tut this (feeder) here.'

They unscrew the stopper blocks and try to exchange them, but they find that the second

stopper block does not fit on the first feeder. So, they are left with the original stopper

block and must choose between two pitch options that are factors of twenty-fourfour and

Light:

14:34:00 Tran: No.

Too (xxxx).

14:44:12 Du: Tam b6n no cho có hai cai ha.

'Eight, four, it allows two only.'

14
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Next, Du directs Tran to check the component lD in the computer database. They

both move to the machine and examine the CRT display. They are looking for the pitch

value that was assigned for the socket. Tran finds that the customer programmed a 12mm

pitch. Du tells him to correct the pitch information to 24mm in the database. He also

affirms that they will have to set the feeder at 8mm, which means that the machine will pick

the component successfully only on the third try:

14:51:00 Du: Tran, Tran coi cdi component ID.

'Tran, Tran, look at the component

14:51:00 Coi coi trong do.

'Look, look in there.'

14:53:00 Tran: (moves to display on machine)

14:59:00 Du: Coi coi bao nhieu. (getting up, pointing to screen)

'See, see how much.'

15:04:00 BO cii do cho nO chay lai. (standing next to Tran at machine)

'Let it run through it again.'

15:20:19 Tran: Mtidi hai.

'Twelve.'

15:25:19 Du: Midi hai.

'Twelve.'

15:27:55 Chia niia phâi cho n6 hai mtidi b6n.

'After this [we] must give it twenty-four.'

15:29:27 Hai midi b6n the s6 tárn che lam ba cái.

'Twenty-four divided by number eight is three.'

15:39:00 Yeah no së che ba cai.

'Yeah, it divides into three.'

This work just accomplished has its consequences for the continued assembly. One

consequence is the added time required to finish the task. A side from down time during

f.'
15
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troubleshooting, time will now be lost in missed picks. Secondly, the solution is a local

one; it solves the pick problem for the components on one feeder. Yet picking, however

successful, is only part of the process. Accurate placement is another concern. When a

component is placed, it joins a constellation of other parts sharing limited space on a board.

The men have noted a discrepancy between the numbers in the computer program and the

actual pitch for this socket. Number mismatches like these put them on alert for related

problems. Tran has been directed to correct the numbers in the program, but before doing

so, he examines the sockets in their contexton the board itself.

The Placement Problem

At this point, Tran pulls the board out of the conveyor belt and looks at it. He

notices that the three sockets just placed are larger than the spaces assigned to them. These

sockets are taking up some of the adjacent spaces, which have been designated for other

components:

15:59:29 Tran: °Ow : :h thôi khemg citict TN.

`Oo: : :h no, it doesn't work.'

16:02:26 (xxxx) socket.

He calls Du over to observe the problem. Du draws near to examine the board with him.

Tran signals each of the three sockets with his little finger and traces over empty spaces on

the board surrounding them. His pointing displays to Du how the sockets are encroaching

into areas where other components are to be placed. He tells Du that 11 other components

will be affected.

16:05:66 Dâu có !h socket thick.

lIt's] impossible to install the socket.'

16:09:00 The'này clâu có lh socket dd.*.

'Like this [it's] impossible to

install the socket.'

16:09:23 Du: Cái?

'Which?'

16
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16:11:20 Tran: Quen.

'Forgot.'

16:13:09 Cai gl wrong.

'Something is wrong.'

16:16:05 Du: Ba con hay la ma-y.

'Three [of them], or how many?'

16:17:07 Tran: Tai mth3i mOt con.

'Up to eleven [of them]:

Now the magnitude of the placement error emerges. Tran and Du discover that the

customer's circuit-board designers had not, in fact, programmed the sockets at all. Instead,

they erroneously calculated only enough space on the board for the components that go
inside the four sockets:

16:19:03 Du: N6 không c6 dtia cho

'It doesn't give it to us.'

16:19:50 N6 au c6 chia cho minh con nao dau.

'It didn't give us anything.'

16:25:27 Tran: N6 dda minh b6n nam con gi do.

'It gives us four, five or so.'

Once again, the workers have to make a choice. If they leave these sockets on the board,
the surrounding components will not fit. If they remove the sockets, the components
which were to be held by them will have to be fixed directly on the board. Their decision,

like the pitch choice made earlier, must be based on efficiency and accuracy. Given the
number of other components affected, Du makes the decision that the sockets must be
removed:

16:27:18 Tran: Ma chua c6 program=khemg c6136 vO.

'There's no program: it wasn't put in.'

16:31:10 Du 136 me cái nay 136 luOn cai nay.

'Get rid of this one and the other one also.'

17
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Using pincers, Tran removes the sockets, which had come from the feeder that they had

worked so hard to troubleshoot. Together, they make the decision to write a command in

the program to skip the placement of these sockets altogether.

16:54:00 Tran: Skip?

16:55:12

16:56:13

Du: Skip.

Skip it.

Tran goes to the computer to do so. They will inform the customer of their solution and

suggest that the components that were originally going into the sockets will have to be

placed directly on the board. This decision is the best one for the customer, too. For, in

order to preserve the convenience of having sockets, the customer would have to redesign

the entire board to make them fit. Given the design error, the most practical decision is

probably to discard them and place the three components directly on the board.

In a six and a half minute interval, we have seen the workers repair breakdowns in

the assembly of a circuit board. For each problem, they have followed a procedure which

can be summarized as notice the problem, hypothesize the source of the problem, test the

hypothesis, and look for an optimal solution (see Figure 5).

Notice Problem

Pick missed pick
Problem

Placement oversized socket
Problem

Figure 5
Troubleshooting Procedures

Hypothesize Source

wrong feeder pitch

board design error

Test Hypothesis Find Optimal Solution

check stopper block change pitch to 8mm

check computer program skip socket p:acement

This chart is not meant to make claims about patterns in troubleshooting; rather, it is meant

to demonstrate the workers' speed and efficiency in pinpointing and solving problems

during this six-and-a-half-minute interval. Tran and Du have moved through these

procedures with few words, most of which are a series of numbers that would appear quite

literally indecipherable to an outside observer. In fact, the workers' language-in-action,

18
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taken alone, can be characterized as markedly sparse.6 Certainly, their prior
troubleshooting experiences and shared understandings may partially explain why there has

been little call for extended discussions about which actions to take. The level of machine

noise and pressure of customer deadlines may also have been contributing factors to this

reduced speech. In the following sections, we deal with how the two men accomplished

this kind of problem-solving so quickly and with minimal use of language. We pay
particular attention to their skilled use of perceptions and representations. The analysis

begins where they notice each problem and continues as they detect the source of the

problem and search for an optimal solution.

Working with Perceptions

The workers draw on well-honed perceptionsauditory, visual, and kinesthetic

to notice the trouble and to find its source. These skills are especially evident during the

first 44 seconds of the pick problem, during which they do the noticing and form a
hypothesis. When set to high-speed, the SMT machine has an audible click-click
swishclick-clack rhythm from pick to placement. The arm can be seen to dance, as it
were, to these sounds as it shifts from the feeder to the board and back again. In the
following excerpt, we see that the rhythmic sound and movement, maintained up to the
placement of the first socket, are broken when the arm tries and fails to pick the second

socket. The pick sound is repeated (click-click, click-click) as the arm attempts twice to

pick the socket. The men put one another on verbal notice just after the break in the
rhythm:

10:15:14 Robotic Arm: (first pick try: click-click sound)
10:17:03 (second pick try: click-click sound)
10:17:16 Du: MISS PICK-
10:18:11 Robotic Arm: (successful pick: click-click sound)
10:18:16 Tran: Oo: : :h.

10:18:27 Robotic Arm: (socket placed: swishclick-clack)

As the arm swings back for the third socket, Tran combines kinesic and visual action to

stop and start the machine at key moments in the pick-placement sequence and to observe

6 For a detailed analysis of how the two workers make parsimonious use of Vietnamese and English in this
setting, see Kleifgen (1995).
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the movement of the robotic arm over the pick and place points. The broken rhythm

continuestwo miss picks before a successful one. As the arm begins to carry the third

socket to its placement point, Tran presses "stop," counts the number of sockets already

taken from the feeder, and observes for several seconds the position of the arm over the

third place:

10:19:22 Robotic Arm: (first pick try: click-click sound)

10:21:05 (second pick try: click-click sound)

10:22:13 (successful pick: click-click

swish sound)

10:22:17 Tran: (presses "stop")

10:25:23 °One, two, three. (counting on fingers; gaze turned

toward board)

10:29:19-30 (leans inside machine toward robotic

arm poised over the board)

Then Tran presses "start." He observes the arm rapidly place the third socket and swing

back to the feeder (click-clackswish). As soon as it reaches the pick point again, he

presses a button on the SMT operator panel, and the arm begins to pick in slow motion.

Tran is able to see the downward movement of the arm (z-axis) together with the forward

movement of the feeder (pitch). With slow motion, it is possible to see that the feeder

pitches the tape forward three times before the socket is within the reach of the arm:

10:33:12 Tran: (straightens up, hand on button,

looks at screen)

10:35:04 (presses "start")

Robotic Arm: (placement: click-clack--swish)

Tran: (leans in to watch placement and

arm's return to feeder)

10:35:21 Robotic Arm: (first pick try: click-click sound)

10:35:25 Tran: (presses button for slow motion)

10:36:18 (lifts plastic screen as arm goes

down in slow motion to pick

socket)

10:37:23- Robotic Arm: (second pick try: click-click sound

10:42:27 in slow motion)

20
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10:39:22 Tran: °Hai cii.

'Two (picks).'

°Ba cdi.

'Three (picks).'

NCRVE, MDS-1043

10:41:00 (directs gaze at pick point)

Du has been observing, too. He suggests adjusting the stopper block, and Tran agrees.

This is the moment in which they are displaying to one another their hypothesisthe
source of the problem may be an incorrect pitch point on the stopper block:

10:45:15 Du: Co phii chinh con Oc o duoi không?

'Is it necessary to fix the screw underneath?'

10:47:28 Tran: U .

'Yeah.'

The second problemthe placement problemis also detected perceptually. Tran

has just changed the pitch value in the computer program from 12 to 24, twice the amount

originally assigned to the socket. Before restarting the machine to finish the assembly,

Tran takes the board from the conveyor belt, holds it in both hands, and looks down
closely at the sockets placed on it. With this close look, he notices that something is
wrong:

15:59:29 Tran: °Oo: : :h thoi khong chick

`Oo: : :h, no, it doesn't work.'

16:02:26 (xxxx) socket.

01:16:05:66 Dâu có lAp socket thick.

'[It's] impossible to install the socket.'

Then, still holding the board, he calls Du over to look. Tran displays the problem to Du by

tracing a series of spatial boundaries over the board with his finger (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6
Signaling Spaces on the Circuit Board

He gestures toward the problem's effect on the entire board. His finger first swings from

one socket to another in a large sweep, then marks spaces around the sockets in small

loops, and finally traces another large sweep between the two sockets.

16:09:00 Tran: The'nay dfiu c6 rap socket dtidc.

'Like this [it's] impossible

to install the socket.'

(pointing to spaces

around the 3 sockets)

16:09:23 Du: Cdi?

'Which?'

16:11:02 Tran: (sweeps finger right to left,

-16:11:20 socket to socket)

16:11:20 Quên.

'Forgot.'

16:11:21 (makes small loops with finger

-16:13:08 around socket)

16:13:09 Cdi gl wrong.

'Something is wrong.'

16:13:09 (makes small loops with finger

-16:16:29 around socket)

22



16:16:05 Du: Ba con hay là m'dy.

'Three [of them], or how many?'

16:17:07 Tran: Tai midi mOt con.

'Up to eleven [of them].'

16:17:04

-16:17:14

NCRVE, MDS-1043

(sweeps finger left to right,

socket to socket)

Tran makes smaller, bouncing loops with his finger which coincide with and surround his

verbal notification that a problem exists. That is, the fact that a problem exists is signaled,

not identified verbally. The line above the utterances represents the time between the onset

and completion of Tran's gestures. Tran's words are in boldface:

[ Small loops with finger around socket ]

16:11:21 16:13:09 16:16:05 16:16:29

"Something is wrong." "Three, or how many?"

Also coinciding with these gestures is Du's question (in boldface) about the number of
surrounding components:

[ Small loops with finger around socket I

16:11:21 16:13:09 16:16:05 16:16:29

"Something is wrong." "Three, or how many?"

Du's query, along with Tran's response ("eleven"), are evidence that they are both
associating the gestures with the affected smaller components. It has already been noted

that Tran's shorter gestures are further enclosed by the larger sweeps of his finger from

socket to socket. With these distinguishing gestures, the two workers shift their concerted

attention back and forth between three sockets and the 11 other components affected by

their presence. That is, the layout of the sockets on the board's landscape provides more

insight into the program error. The numerical information provided by the customer and

programmed for the machine corresponded, not to the sockets, but to the smaller
components that were to be plugged into them. In sum, these gestural practices serve

conjoint problem-solving, enabling the workers to establish the scope of the placement

problem and to hypothesize its source as a customer design error ("There's no program, it
was not put in.").
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Working with Representations

In this activity, the workers' sharing of perceptions is embedded in their work with

a computerized machine. Thus, they both compare and convert the perceptual boundaries

they have shaped to abstract representations of them. For comparison purposes, they may

refer to ready-made inscriptions such as a blueprint of the board, the customer's bill of
materials, data in the software, or the machine's instruction manual. Alternatively, they
may create their own inscriptions by writing down calculations on scraps of paper or by
measuring objects and modifying information in the program. Because number use
pervades this activity, our analysis focuses on Du and Tran's work with numerical
inscriptions, including computerized numerical controls.

The workers convert perceptions about distances (between components on the tape)

and bounded spaces (on the board's landscape) to numerical values by taking various
measurements. To test their hypothesis about the miss-pick trouble source, they use a
metric ruler and digital calipers to verify their perceptual impressions. While they continue

to draw on perceptual structures, these are given new representations with the help of the
tools. They first determine the pitch value. Du places a ruler on the tape, while Tran looks

on. At the moment the ruler and tape are aligned, Tran assesses what he sees:

I 1:12:23 Tran: °KS/ ta.

'Strange.'

His utterance makes it clear that the measured pitch length is going to be unusual. Then Du

adjusts the ruler so that one end is placed directly at the center point of one component as

shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7
Aligning the Ruler with the Components
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Together, they calculate the distance between the two components. The centimeter
markings on the ruler must be converted to the equivalent measure in mi,iimeters. Tran

calculates aloud and comes up with a 24mm pitch:

11:15:10 Tran: Hai.

'Two.'

11:16:10 Du: Rxxxx)

Tran: Llith, ba rtidi.

'Two, three and a half.'

11:19:06 Hai midi va hai midi lam.

'Twenty and twenty-five.'

11:25:14 Hai mddi b6n.

'Twenty-four.'

It's tempting to say that the workers turn to numerical inscriptions as hard evidence for

their perceptual intuitions. Yet the verifications move in both directions during their
conjoint problem-solving. Tracing the distance with his little finger, Du shifts from Tran's

mathematical representation of distance back to a perceptual one as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8
Tracing the Pitch Size

0,

His marking of the start- and end-points to be measured permits Tran and Du to focus on

the same bounded space. Tran acknowledges these boundaries and reiterates the numerical
,
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representation. Worker perceptions and representations, to apply Goodwin's terms, are

"mutually elaborating each other":

11:27:05- Du: (traces little finger of right hand

-11:27:29 from midpoint of one component

up to midpoint of other component)

11:27:22 Tii cdi md nay tdi cdi md nay.

'From this point to this point.'

11:31:05

Tran: U .

'Yeah.'

Hai mtidi b6n.

'Twenty-four.'

The workers' skilled actions taken on machine parts and components have been

pinpointed, along with their work with numerical representations of them. We gain a fuller

understanding of the complexity of their actions by examining the workers' displays of
understandings about how the SMT machine itself works. Their local actions on machine

parts and corresponding numbers have global consequences at the level of the computerized

machine. For example, having converted their perceptual assessments to numerical
representations of them, they check the computerized database. The two men make sure

that the information in the computer program conforms to component sizes and the
movements of mechanical parts. In this case, the stopper blocks on the feeders have to be

set at a pitch point that accommodates the large sockets on the reel, and the information

displayed on the screen must correspond to the actual pitch for that reel. Recall that, when

the men finish working with the stopper block, Du asks Tran to look for information about

the component in the computer program:

14:51:00 Du: Tran, Tran coi cai component ID.

'Tran, Tran, look at the component ID.'

14:51:00 cai cai a trong do.

'Look, look, in there.'

14:53:00 Tran: (moves to display on machine)
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14:59:00 Du: Coi coi bao nhi8u. (getting up, pointing to screen)

'See, see how much.'

15:04:00 BO cdi do cho nO chu li. (standing next to Tran at machine)

'Let it run through it again.'

To find information on the screen, Tran must be familiar with the screen organization,

ways to select a menu, functions of the dialog boxes, setup commands, data entry, and data

editing procedures, along with the functions of the keys and switches on the operator panel

keyboard. In short, he must know all the basic operating procedures of the macline. At

this point in the task, he uses a search command to find information about the socket in

question, as seen in Figure 9. The component data appears on the screen, and the two men

turn their attention to these numbers. They have now shifted their focus from macl-ine

parts and their own calculations to the on-screen data representing these elements; in doing

so, they signal their understanding of the interdependence between the mechanical and

computerized features of the machine.

Figure 9
Checking Data on CRT Display

4f-e'

el1

s:17

To show one another that they are converging on the same unit of datathe feeder pitch

value, which is nestled among dozens of numbers on the screen in arrays of five to six
columns, Tran reads the number from the screen, which Du repeats, signaling their
alignment with the same information.7 Because the on-screen numbers (representing

7 This use of repetition in interaction is congruent with studies of groups learning together at a computer.
in which users signal to one another that they are focusing on the same on-screen referent either by pointing
to areas on thc screen or repeating aloud thc information (Kleifgen, 1992; Pujol-Ferran, 1993).
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computerized controls) do not conform to their own perceptions and calculations, the

numbers must be corrected. Du directs Tran to change the pitch data to 24mm:

15:20:19 Tran: Mtidi hai.

'Twelve.'

Du: Mddi hai.

'Twelve.'

15:27:55 Chut niia phai cho n6 hai midi b6n.

'After this [we] must give it twenty-four.'

Hai mtidi b6n che s6 tam che lam ba cdi.

'Twenty-four divided by the number eight is three.'

In summary, numerical inscriptions have to be made so that the digital technology

can function. Workers make sure that the information displayed on the screen conforms to

the components' assigned place on the board. The x and y axis values are numerical

controls directing the arm to place the component at a precise point; the z-axis value directs

the arm to reach down the distance needed to pick and place a component having a given

thickness. But this analysis has shown that their work is more than a straightforward

matching function. As we have seen, these inscription-action relationships often do not

hold. Newer components and boards may be outside the range of sizes for which the

machine was designed. The workers have to know how to adapt the machine to these

changes. In one worker's words, "You sometimes have to 'fool' the machine" by entering

numerical controls that do not actually correspond to board or component sizes.

To summarize the analysis, circuit-board assemblage is all about goodness of fit.

The robotic arm has to be in harmony with the components it picks and places; components

Love to be in harmony with one another on the board. Workers are, literally, sensitive to

these connections and spaces, as eyes, ears, and hands detect relationships. The eye
observe :. the relationships among the forward pitch of the feeder, the height of the
component, and the downward movement of the robotic arm to pick and place it. The ear

detects the rhythmic movements of the robotic arm amidst a cacophony of sounds. The eye

observes and the hand signals the relationship between a given space on the board and the

components assigned to that and surrounding spaces. The hand stops and starts the
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machine at precise moments. Workers also recognize and represent numerical versions of

what they perceive. They assess perceptual structures with the use of other tools and
inscriptions by measuring distances with precision instruments and converting them to

numerical values and by matching spatial relations to numerical representations
programmed in the software. This assessment is bidirectional; the use of numerical

representations is inextricably tied to objects and actions in a work setting. Numbers

uttered and entered are not disembodied entities; their meaning is co-constructed in the

physical and social context in which they are embedded. In order to be accepted as valid by

the workers, the representations must receive the final imprimatur of the workers' eyes,

ears, fsnd hands.

DISCUSSION AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Modern technology places new skill demands on workers while still retaining many

of the skills that were required in traditional work settings. Machine operators, for
example, still rely on their hands, eyes, and ears when they are setting up a machine for a

specific task or when troubleshooting is required. Even with fully computerized machines,

certain alignments are still carried out manually. During trial runs, machine operators

watch the machine's movements closely, often running it in slow motion to detect potential

trouble sources. Machine operators not only adjust machine parts, they also interpret and

manipulate the data in the computer program that runs the machine. They recognize these

digital inscriptions as representations of the computerized commands to be executed by the

machine, and, consequently, as numbers that require careful assessment by comparing

them against other inscriptions they make and, in particular, against their own deft
perceptions.

Workers' skilled use of perceptions and representations are particularly manifested

during troubleshooting moments at the machine. Machines have been shown to be
idiosyncratic in their behavior. OIT (1991a, 1991b) notes that as machines age, workers
have to deal with their quirks. This study has found that, because of rapid changes in the

machine technology and products, workers have to constantly readjust to different circuit-

board jobs and to more advanced equipment. Given the protean nature of applications

technology, workers are often faced with the task of having to adapt the machine to the

requirements of a specific job. Since they typically work under tremendous time pressure,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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they carry out much of the problem solving on the fly. The workers in this study used their

perceptual skills in adapting machine parts creatively to accommodate special component

sizes, adapt software data so that the machine would be able to offset boards of unusual

size, and even suggest way to adapt a faulty assembly design. Levi-Strauss (1966)

formulated the notion of bricoleur to describe the person who uses tools in creative ways,

including ways that go beyond the original purposes for which the tools are designed.

Some (e.g., Harper, 1987) have ugued that the traditional workers' skills at bricolage have

been lost with the advent of computerized technologies. Adler and Boris (1989) point out

that operators of computer-controlled machines need an abstract knowledge of the

machinery in order to detect and solve problems. They claim that tasks have shifted from

machining to monitoring and, therefore, workers place less emphasis on perceptual

processes. In contrast, this research argues that workers can be contemporary bricoleurs,

adapting even the digital tools to ever-changing circumstances.

Work in Company X is accomplished in teams, a concept that is receiving wide

acceptance across diverse work settings. One successful team endeavor has been the New

United Motor Manufacturing, Inc., a joint venture between General Motors and Toyota,

which Wilms, Hardcastle, and Zell (1994) describe as the creation of a "hybrid"

organizational culture. One clear feature of this re-organization is that the workers' skills

are valued; workers are looked upon as responsible participants who solve problems

together and who have a stake in the quality of the product. The management and

employees at Company X clearly have a sense of teamwork. The management supports the

practice of workers organizing their own groups (known in some corporations as natural

teams). Workers are trusted to use their shared language and cultural understandings for

the good of the company. This research shows that the employer's trust in workers' good

will is well-founded. The workers have "a sense of responsibility for the integrity of the

whole process" (Adler & Borys, 1989, p. 393). They consider outcomes beyond their

own immediate circumstances and take into account larger issues such as providing

alternatives for customer design errors. They are free to contest one another's suggested

solutions and assemble, as it were, the knowledge that is distributed between them and

across material inscriptions surrounding them and, eventually, come upon optimal

solutions.

This ability to work together has broader implications about learning on the job.

No single person is expected to hold all the knowledge about assembling circuit boards.
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Workers combine their knowledge with different co-workers, in different situations, and

by using different artifacts. Nevertheless, the whole of this knowledge is greater than the

sum of its distributed parts: problem-solving moments are moments of ignorance8 in

which workers construct new knowledge together. Opportunities for learning occur with

relative frequency in Company X, where market demands require that workers be flexible

enough to shift occasionally to different teams and assignments. Because tools, products,

and tasks change rapidly, workers are challenged daily by new situations with their

attendant problems that need solving and with new domains about which to learn. Tran's

comment in one interview, "I learn something new every day," embodies what most
employees who spoke to us claimed and what we actually observed in their concerted

work.

Assuming that this workplace is typical of what work settings will be like in the

21st century, then work-based learning will become a major aspect of a person's
educational life. If this is the case, what is the role of educational institutions in preparing

workers for their future jobs? Schools cannot replicate the pressure under which most

workplace activities happen. Nor can they afford up-to-date high-tech equipment in
classrooms and labs. We would argue, however, that schools can provide a valuable

foundation for the development of skills that support this kind of work-based learning.

Based on case studies of production workers and professionals, Stasz, Ramsey,

Eden, Melamid, and Kaganoff (1995) identified work-related attitudes and "new" generic

skill areasproblem-solving, communication, and teamwork. Schools can give learners

practice in these new skills by providing authentic learning situations such as project-based

work. Projects present learners with everyday problem-solving situations, require them to

come to decisions collaboratively, and compel them to communicate and share knowledge

effectively. The present study supports the practical value of such authentic learning

practices. Our findings further suggest that more emphasis be placed on the integration of

cognitive abilities with perceptual and manual skills into learning practices.

Finally, we offer a brief note on workplace attitudes. Though employees'
ethnolinguistic diversity was not the primary focus of this research, we observed how a

firm behaved toward its ethnolinguistically diverse workers. The management created a

climate that encouraged workers to use their indigenous ways of interacting in order to

8 We thank Hervé Varenne for highlighting this point.
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assemble high-quality products. We suspect that management and worker attitudes toward

diversity at this site may not be typical of other work sites. Given the continued

demographic shifts in this country, we argue that such attitudes should be fostered through

on-the-job training and through high-quality instruction in diversity both at school and in

the workplace.
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APPENDIX A

Transcription Conventions

Soft voice

Loud voice

Elongation of sound

Overlapping utterances

Contiguous utterances

Downward intonation contour

Upward intonation contour

Animated voice tone

Unclear speech

Translation of Vietnamese talk into English

English words embedded in Vietnamese talk

Full Transcription

10:15:14

10:17:03

Robotic Arm: (first pick try: click-click sound)

(second pick try: click-click sound)
10:17:16 Du: MISS PICK
10:18:11 Robotic Arm: (successful pick: click-click sound)

10:18:16 Tran: Oo: : : h.

10:18:27 Robotic Arm: (socket placed: swishclick-clack)
10:19:22 Robotic Arm: (first pick try: click-click sound)

10:21:05 (second pick try: click-click sound)
10:22:13 (successful pick: click-click--swish

sound)

10:22:17 Tran: (presses stop)

10:25:23 °One two three. (counting on fingers; gaze turned

toward board)

10:29:19 (leans inside machine toward robotic

-30 arm poised over the board)
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10:33:12

10:35:04

(straightens up, hand on button,

looks at screen)

(presses start)

Robotic Arm: (placemer t: click-clack--swish)

Tran: (leans in to watch placement and

arm's return to feeder)

10:35:21 Robotic Arm: (first pick try: click-click sound)

10:35:25 Tran: (presses button for slow motion)

10:36:18 (lifts plastic screen as arm goes down

in slow motion to pick socket)

10:37:23- Robotic Arm: (second pick try: click-click sound

10:42:27 slow motion)

10:39:22 Tran: °Hai cai.

'Two [picks]:

°Ba cai.

'Three [picks].'

10:41:00 (directs gaze at pick point)

10:45:15 Du: CO phai chinh con Oc o duoi khOng?

'Is it necessary to fix the

screw underneath?'

10:47:28 Tran: U.

'Yeah.'

11:12:23 Tran: °KS/ ta.

'Strange.'

11:15:10 Hai.

'Two.'

11:16:10 Du: 1(xxxx)

Tran: LHai, ba niai.

'Two, three and a half.'

11:19:06 Hai mddi va hai mtkii lam.

'Twenty and twenty-five.'

Hai mddi b6n.

'Twenty-four.'

11:27:22 Du: Tii cii mO nay tdi cái mO nay.

'From this point to this point.'
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11:30:20

11:31:05

11:32:15

Tran: U.

'Yeah.'

Hai midi b6n.

'Twenty-four.'

Hai mddi b6n la mddi hai.

'Twenty-four, then [it's] twelve.'

NCRVE, MDS-1043

11:44:05 Du: Cd nfdy?

'How many?'

11:44:30 B6n sad tam mddi. (pointing to pitch points)

'Four, six, eight, ten.'

12:44:15 Du: Yeah?

12:45:01 Twen'-four.

12:45:25 This one only, uh, ten? (looking at stopper block)

12:49:27 Twenty-fou: : r.

12:51:01 Tran: Phii dan de'n mddi hai.

'[We] must set it to twelve.'

12:51:15 Let's see if I can find twelve. (walks some distance away)

13:00:03 Du: Twenty-four=

=so you have to

put this one to EIGHT.

(looking back at Tran; using

a heightened tone of voice)

13:03:00 NUMBER EIGHT.

13:04:00 So this HTT NEXT THREE TIMES.=

13:06:05 Tran: =°No.

13:08:05 Let's see if we can put this.

13:14:00 Du: No cai do không c6 dung. (gaze directed at second

feeder)

'No, that's not the right one.'

Tran: (xxxx) (pointing to pitch point)

13:27:10 Du: Bhy gie; d Tay nè.

'This time it's here.'

(xxxx)

13:29:27 Tam b6n.

'Eight, four.'

13:32:25 Tran: Mddi hai.

'Twelve.'
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13:37:10 Du: Thgy a do day. (pointing to chair)

'Put this [feeder] here.'

14:34:00 Tran: No?

Too (xxxx).

14:44:12 Du: Tam b6n no cho CO hai cii ha.

'Eight, four, it allows two only.'

14:51:00 Du: Tran, Tran coi a component ID.

'Tran, Tran, look at the component ID.'

Coi coi i trong do.

'Look, look in there.'

14:53:00 Tran: (moves to display on machine)

14:59:00 Du: Coi coi bao nhi8u. (getting up, pointing to screen)

'See, see how much.'

15:04:00 BO cdi dO cho no chay lai. (standing next to Tran at

machine)

let it run through it again.'

15:20:19 Tran: Mddi hai.

'Twelve.'

15:25:19 Du: Mddi hai.

'Twelve.'

15:27:55 Chia niia phai cho no hai miidi b6n.

`After this, [we] must give it twenty-four.'

15:29:27 Hai rmidi b6n che se tam che lam ba cai.

'Twenty-four divided by number eight is three.'

15:39:00 Yeah no sd che ba cai.

'Yeah, it divides into three.'

15:59:29 Tran: °Oo: :h thOi khOng thick

`Oo: : : h no, it doesn't work.'

16:02:26 (xxxx) socket.

16:05:66 tYiu có lap socket thick.

'[IV s] impossible to install the socket.'

16:09:00 Th6nay dau có lap socket click. (pointing to spaces

'Like this [it's] impossible around the 3 sockets)

to install the socket.'
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16:09:23 Du: Cái?

'Which?'

16:11:02 Tran:

-16:11:20

16:11:20 Quer!.

'Forgot.'

16:11:21

16:13:08

16:13:09 Cii gi wrong.

'Something is wrong.'

16:13:09

- 16:16:29

16:16:05 Du: Ba con hay la mdy.

'Three [of them], or how many?'

16:17:07 Tran: Tdi mil& mot con.

'Up to eleven [of them].'

16:17:04 (sweeps finger left to right,

-16:17:14 socket to socket)

16:19:03 Du: No khong có cho minh.

'It doesn't give it to us.'

16:19:50 N6 (tau co chia cho minh con nao dau.

'It didn't give us anything.'

16:25:27 Tran: No dtia minh b6n ram con gi do.

'It gives us four, five, or so.'

16:27:18 Ma chua co program=không co be) vo.

'There's no program; it wasn't put in.'

16:31:10 Du BO me cdi nay bO luon cdi nay.

'Get rid of this one and the other one also.'

NCRVE, MDS-1043

(sweeps finger right to left,

socket to socket)

(makes small loops with finger

around socket)

(makes small loops with finger

around socket)

16:54:00 Tran: Skip?

16:55:12 Du: Skip.

16:56:13 Skip it.
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APPENDIX B

Surface Mount Machine Operator
Sequence of Tasks for Operating Machines

A. Set-Up at SMT Machines

1. Adjust conveyor belt to fit boardeither pin or shape holders.

2. Begin adjustment of offset data from computer keypad on SMT machine

(easier to work from machine to make adjustments in order to look at board,

heads, camera, and data at once).

3. Adjust pick points (movement of robotic arm to pick up components from

feeders) and tray holders.

4. Adjust placement points (the last step in programming):

Click on one x/y coordinate to see if head will place the component

on the exact location on the board.

Align the head to the x/y point on the board where each component

is to be placed, using either a camera or a laser beam to center the

nozzle onto each point; if necessary, adjust the x/y coordinate points

on the computer

Check rotation of component; if necessary, change rotation

Use computer program to skip places in the placement data section

of the software, and indicate yes or no under USE in the component

data.

B . Screen Print

5. Set up stencil and plate by aligning stencil and making sure there is no gap.

6. Adjust the stop position and pressure of squeegee.

7. Add solder paste (check quality of paste) and run machine.

8. Inspect board for correct amount and alignment of solder.

C. Run Job

9. Run one board first and have inspector examine it carefully. If trial board

passes inspection, then the whole job can be run (may take up to 8 hours to

set up the whole SMT line to run properly).

10. Run the whole job, placing boards on the conveyor and replenishing feeders

and trays.
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Note: The following tasks are done by the machine operator's assistants:

A. Load components on machine:

1. sticks and tapes on feeders

2. trays in matrix tray holder

B . Move feeders into slots which will optimize worker view and machine efficiency.

C. Check all the feeders to be sure that they are placed correctly and that the numbers

in the program correspond to the slot number for each feeder; check the tapes and

tubes for jamming in each feeder; note which spaces are skipped by the program.
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